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Throughout the existence of the scientific process, replicating results has

always been a necessary component in order to gain a scientific

consensus and gauge the accuracy of the results of whatever test or

calculations were conducted, but when the supposedly trustworthy

experts find something in the results that doesn’t fit the approved
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narrative – leading them to bury the information – the credibility of the

scientific establishment goes completely out the window.

Well, according to one world-renowned cardiologist out of the UK,

that is exactly what is happening right now.

A recently released study that was presented at the American Heart

Association (AHA) Scientific Sessions Meeting claims the risk of

developing acute coronary syndrome (ACS) – a potentially life-threatening

condition that leads to an increased risk of heart issues – increases

significantly in patients who receive the experimental mRNA COVID-19

vaccines.

Researchers found that the risk of developing heart diseases

increases from 11% to 25% in patients who receive the Covid-19

vaccines developed by Pfizer and Moderna using the new mRNA

technology.

The study – titled “mRNA COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase

Endothelial Inflammatory Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the

PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning” – was presented by renowned

cardiologist Steven Gundry at the AHA annual conference on November 8,

2021, and was published in the AHA medical journal Circulation.

The study concludes that the mRNA vaccines “dramatically increase

inflammation on the endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac

muscle,” which researchers say is likely to account for the increased

number of adverse cardiac or vascular events and side effects such

as thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and others in patients post-

vaccination.

From the study:

×

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
https://www.ahajournals.org/journal/circ
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“These changes resulted in an increase of the PULS score from 11% 5

yr ACS (acute coronary syndrome) risk to 25% 5 yr ACS risk.

At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months

post second dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs

dramatically increase inflammation on the endothelium and T cell

infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of

increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events

following vaccination.”

This is not the only study to have found this result, but it is the

only one to have been released.

Esteemed British cardiologist Dr. Aseem Malhotra went on GB News to

blow the whistle about how he had been contacted by another researcher

from a prestigious British Institution who told him that research done by

his department has found similar results, saying they too had found a

link between the inflammation of coronary arteries and the

experimental mRNA vaccines during their own imaging studies.

Unbelievably, the whistleblower says the institution has decided

not to publish the findings, opting instead to hide the results over

fears that the institution would lose its research funding. 

Malhotra explained that the whistleblower – who is remaining anonymous

for his safety – was furious about the decision to bury the findings,

especially considering the fact that the latest health data from the

UK shows there has been a substantial increase in the number of

cardiology-related deaths in the country since the time the

experimental vaccine was made available. 
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“In good science, we never rely on one study. We need to replicate these

findings.

A few days ago after this was published, somebody from a very prestigious

British institution – a cardiology department researcher [and] a

whistleblower – contacted me to say that researchers in [his]

department had found something similar within the coronary

arteries linked to the vaccine.

They had a meeting and these researchers at the moment have

decided they’re not going to publish their findings because they are

concerned about losing research money from the drug industry.

Knowing this information, which is very concerning, [in addition to] Steven

Gundry’s paper, and also anecdotal evidence…being told by colleagues that

younger and younger people coming in with heart attacks.

So what does this mean in terms of the data? We know since July there’s

been almost 10,000 excess non-Covid deaths and most of those, or a

significant portion of those have been driven by circulatury disease – or

in other words heart attack and stroke.”

Watch:

'They aren't going to publish their findings, they are concerned about

losing research money'

Dr Aseem Malhotra reveals a cardiology researcher found similar results to

a new report showing an increase in risk of heart attack following the

mRNA COVID vaccine. pic.twitter.com/63evorQwlJ

— GB News (@GBNEWS) November 25, 2021
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While research study results that show this link between the rushed Covid

vaccines and damage to the circulatory system in this way have only been

coming out recently, it is possible that the mRNA vaccine developers,

particularly Pfizer, knew about such possible effects of their

vaccines already.

Meanwhile, as “trusted experts” bury their findings of the serious dangers

that the vaccines pose, Pfizer CASHES IN to the tune of $1,000 PER

SECOND, with an estimated $36 BILLION in profits for 2021, according to

their latest quarterly report.

It’s sickening.
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